
Taming The College 
Application Essay



Our Goals:
How important is the college essay? 

What is the college looking for? 

What topic should I choose? 

How do I start? 

Who should read my essay?



First of all: DON’T STRESS!



Loosen Up
List three moments you can’t forget

Imagine you are telling someone about 
the details of that moment. What do 
you remember specifically? List sights, 

sounds, clips of dialogue, sensory 
details…



Why do you remember  
this moment?



What  is the college 
looking for? 

Let’s look at the 2017-18 
Common Application Prompts 

to find out.



Some students have a background, identity, 
interest, or talent that is so meaningful they 
believe their application would be incomplete 
without it. If this sounds like you, then please 
share your story. 

The lessons we take from obstacles we 
encounter can be fundamental to later success. 
Recount a time when you faced a challenge, 
setback, or failure. How did it affect you, and 
what did you learn from the experience? 
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Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief 
or idea. What prompted your thinking? What was the 
outcome?  

Describe a problem you’ve solved or a problem you’d like to 
solve. It can be an intellectual challenge, a research query, an 
ethical dilemma-anything that is of personal importance, no 
matter the scale. Explain its significance to you and what 
steps you took or could be taken to identify a solution. 

Discuss an accomplishment, event, or realization that 
sparked a period of personal growth and a new 
understanding of yourself or others. 
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Describe a topic, idea, or concept you find so 
engaging that it makes you lose all track of 
time. Why does it captivate you? What or who 
do you turn to when you want to learn more?


Share an essay on any topic of your choice. It 
can be one you've already written, one that 
responds to a different prompt, or one of your 
own design. 
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What is the college looking for? 
YOU

* 



So Who Are You?

21 Details



So maybe don’t write about:



How do I start?

…with a beginning





…with the end in mind

How do I start?

…with a beginning



Beginnings…
At age 6, I remember the light filled openness of 
the house, how the whir of my mother’s vacuum 
floated from room to room…..




Beginnings…
I live on the edge.

I live at the place where trees curl into bushes to 
escape the wind. My home is the slippery place 
between the suburbs and stone houses and 
hogans….




Beginnings…and Endings
At age 6, I remember the light filled openness of 
the house, how the whir of my mother’s vacuum 
floated from room to room…..


Ultimately, the suction of the vacuum is what sustains 
my family. The squeal of her vacuum reminds me why 
I have the opportunity to drive my squealing car to 
school. I am where I am today because my mom put 
an enormous amount of labor into the formula of the 
American Dream. It’s her blue Hoover vacuums that 
hold up the framework of my life. Someday, I hope 
my diploma can hold up the framework of hers.  




I live on the edge.

I live at the place where trees curl into bushes to 
escape the wind. My home is the slippery place 
between the suburbs and stone houses and 
hogans….


Beginnings…and Endings

…Still, I belong at the place where opposites merge 
in a lumpy heap of beautiful contradictions. I crave 
the experiences only found at the edge. As I dive 
into adulthood, into college, I hope that I can find a 
new place that fosters diversity in all its forms, a 
new edge upon which I can learn to balance.  




The most compelling essays:

•	connect reader with the author.

•	are more like stories than essays.

•	are stories that can be told by one 

person only…a person the college 
would like to meet.


•	often contain sensory detail/imagery.




•	are made of carefully crafted sentences.

•	 focus on slices, glimpses, moments, 

rather than huge abstractions.

•	show that the writer is reflective.

•	have a voice, like the real words of a real 

person living a real life.

The most compelling essays:



Don’t Forget!

one picture 
one moment 
one gesture 

one piece of dialogue



NOW WHAT?

Live thoughtfully. Relax. Be you.


